
Everyday Instances of 
Sexual Harassment



Defining  Sexual 
Harassment



Common Dangers to Contend 
With 

- 50% of women in the US feel 
unsafe walking alone at night 

- 61% regularly work to avoid 
sexual assault 

- Instance that women feel unsafe 
participating in:

- Walking alone
- Stranger’s house
- Public transportation alone 
- First dates 
- Etc. 



Everyday Instances of Sexual 
Harassment 

- Catcalling
- Sexual rumors
- Unsolicited sexual images
- Stalking 
- Assuming someone wants sexual 

attention
- Unsolicited sexual jokes / 

innuendos
- Anything embarrassing, 

uncomfortable, sexualizing, etc. 



David Dobrik
- David Dobrik and the VlogSquad

- Dominykas Zeglaitis ("Durte Dom”) 
accused of rape when Dobrik's group 
filmed and uploaded a YouTube video 
about group sex

- Too intoxicated to consent 
- "blackout" drunk
- Zeglaitis raped her while unconscious

- For more information on this case: Insider
Article

- Special attention → celebrity involvement 
- Other cases are shoved under the rug

David Dobrik

Dominykas Zeglaitis (“Durte Dom”)

https://www.insider.com/david-dobrik-timeline-backlash-vlog-squad-rape-allegation-durte-dom-2021-3#:~:text=Dobrik%20has%20since%20been%20temporarily,YouTube%20video%20about%20group%20sex.
https://www.insider.com/david-dobrik-timeline-backlash-vlog-squad-rape-allegation-durte-dom-2021-3#:~:text=Dobrik%20has%20since%20been%20temporarily,YouTube%20video%20about%20group%20sex.


- The U.S. has more male than female victims of 

sexual assault because of the prison population
- 1 out of 10

- Usually jail & prison staff are the perpetrators vs. 

other inmates

- Lack of reporting

- Health problem

- Lack of safe policies

Sexual Assault in Prisons



Police and Sexual Assault

- Police sexual misconduct is the 

second-highest complaint filed 

against police officers after 

excessive force

- Power dynamic

- Lack of reporting

- Lack of adequate training



Locker Room Talk



Sarah Everard

- March 3rd
- Wayne Couzens
- Vigils 



Sexual Harassment and Minority 
Communities

● Women
● POC
● LGBTQ+ 
● Disabled and/or neurodivergent persons
● General reasons for all minority groups



- What kinds of measures have you personally taken or seen others take 

to avoid unwanted attention?

- How has unwanted attention or behavior made you feel, if you’ve ever 

had that experience? How does “locker room talk” make you feel?

- How has witnessing unwanted attention of a different person/being a 

bystander made you feel, if you’ve ever had that experience?

- What can IMSA do to combat widespread sexual harassment and 

assault?

- What will you do starting now to combat widespread sexual harassment 

and assault?

Discussion



Sources
- https://www.acesdv.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Facts-About-

Sexual-Violence-in-Prison.pdf
- https://www.bop.gov/inmates/custody_and_care/sexual_abuse_preventi

on.jsp
- https://wp.wwu.edu/prison/mistreatment/sexual-victimization/
- http://bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/svraca1215_sum.pdf
- https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/svryjf18_sum.pdf
- https://thecrimereport.org/2020/03/12/predators-behind-the-badge-

confronting-hidden-police-sexual-misconduct/
- https://www.californialawreview.org/print/police-sexual-violence/
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